LG AUTO BODY in Silver Spring, MD and Rockville, MD (301) 589 5000
LG AUTO BODY Lifetime Warranty TERMS & CONDITIONS.
This limited warranty is subject to all terms and conditions described below for as long as you own the
vehicle.
Parts: Original Equipment Manufacturer Parts (OEM) is one produced by the Original Equipment
Manufacturer. The Limited warranty for an OEM crash part, replaced in its entirety is 12 months unless
otherwise specified by the manufacturer and Limited lifetime warranty on proper fit, finish and alignment
provided the adjacent panels are in good condition.
LG Auto Body DOES NOT offer any warranty on aftermarket or used parts.
Any mechanical or electrical parts replaced, by LG AUTO BODY, as a result of accident damage are
warranted for twelve months- (12) months or 12,000 miles, parts and labor, whichever occurs first.
Painting: LG Auto Body provides a limited lifetime warranty on paint related priming and painting work
against solvent blistering, peeling, hazing and excessive loss of pigmentation; and limited lifetime written
warranty on application excluding defects which are caused by extreme environmental conditions to which
the vehicle may be exposed, off road or any unusual purpose. Rock chips are not covered. LG AUTO
BODY will repair, repaint, or replace any items in the warranty claim, when claim is made while the
present owner stated herein owns the vehicle, unless caused by or damaged resulting from unreasonable
use, maintenance, or care of the vehicle. The re-occurrence of rust on any particular vehicle is not within
this or LG AUTOBODY control. All rust repairs and materials used in repairing rust are warranted for
ninety (90) days. If a customer is advised that the color will not match, and such advice is noted on
estimate or repair order, LG AUTO BODY have predetermined an exact color match is impossible.
Warranty Repairs: The customer shall deliver the vehicle to any LG AUTO BODY location for inspection,
present this warranty to document the issuance of the warranty and make the vehicle available to perform
the necessary repairs. The customer shall allow LG AUTO BODY reasonable time and attempts to correct
repair defects. LG AUTO BODY serves the right to repair or replace any defective parts or repairs at its
option and will not compensate for repairs made elsewhere unless previously authorized in writing by us.
Exclusions: This warranty does not include or covers alternative transportation, including but not limited
to, rental car, loss of time or living, work time off or travel expenses while the vehicle is being repaired or
serviced under this warranty and also does not cover towing fees or charges. LG AUTO BODY is not
liable for any consequential or incidental damages including loss of income or profits. This warranty is
non-transferable.
Void: This warranty is void 1) with the transfer of ownership; 2) should the vehicle be involved in a
subsequent accident, or if structural problem results from the OEM design flaw, The involved items are
under a manufacturer recall or the vehicle is affected by an “Act of God”, such as fire, theft, vandalism,
riot, explosion, lightning, earthquake, windstorm, hail, water, freezing or flood; 3) by abuse, misuse,
modifications or alterations.

PRESENTED TO:
Vehicle Owner’s Name: ______________________________________________ . Date:______________

Vehicle’ VIN #________________________________________________________. RO# : ___________

